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EXPECTATIONS FOR THE LAGUNA FOIL IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS “

A. Greene, J. Brownell, R. Caird, J. Goforth, R. Price, J. Trainor

Los }.lames National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Building on the results achieved in the Pioneer shot se-
ries, the Los Alamos Trailmaster project is embarking on the
Laguna foil implosion experiments. In this series a Mark-IX
helical generator will be coupled to an explosively formed fuse
opening switch, a surface-tracking closing switch, and a vac-
uum power flow and load chamber. In this paper the system
design will be discussed and results from zero-, one-, and two-
dimensional MHD simulations will be presented. We presently
anticipate that the generator will provide more than 10 MA
of which -5.5 MA will be switched to the 5-cm-radius, 2-cm-
high, 25%nm-thick aluminum foil load. This should give rise
to a 1 ~~ implosion with more than 100 kJ of kinetic energy.

Introduction

The Pioneer shot series in the Los Alamos Traiimaster project demonstrated
the proof of principle of using a high-explosive, flux-compression generator to drive
plssrna implosions. That series of experiments provided an important testbed for
solving numerous system and power conditioning problems, the development of
diagnostic~ that could survive in a doubly hostile erivironment, and verification of
computer xr(~deling capabilities, Detaih of the Pioneer results are documented in
the Digest ~t Technical Papers of the 5th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference. The
Laguna sh It series will be performed at significantly higher energies and will be
prototypic cd’a megajoule system.

In this paper the system design that has been developed for the Laguna series,
the criteria used to select components for the system, and the results of computer
simulations of the system performance will be discussed, A companion paper by
J, H. Goforth, et al, 1 will discuss the resuiti to date of various subsystem com-
ponent tests. In addition, the explosively formed fuse opening switch and the
surface-tracking closing switch are subjects of oeparate papern to be presented at
this conference.2’3
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The Lawna System

The Laguna system will consist of a Mark IX helical flux cornpreasion generator,
an explosively formed fuse (EFF) opening switch, a surfac~tracking closing switch,
and a vacuum power flow anti load chamber. In designing this system, demonstrated
performance and reliability were our principal criteria for component selection. An
equivalent electrical circuit for this system is shown in Fig. 1.

The capacitor bank in our system will be discussed in more detail in the com-
panion paper. Basically, we are using the equivalent of a 1.5 mF bank with 120 nH
of inductance and 3.3 mfl of resistance which will be charged to 40 kV. This bank
will impose a seed current of 450 kA in the initial 7.2 pH inductance of the Mark
IX generator in approximately 150 ps.

The Mark IX helical generator was first demonstmted in 1983. It has consis.
tently put currents of 10 to 11 MA into loads of the ordur of 140 nH, about the size
of the Laguna load. Details of the recent shots with the Mark IX will be discussed
in the companion paper. We have used the demonstrated performance of the .Mark
IX to develop the heuristic inductance history which is shown in Fig. 2, The final
inductance in this figure is 10 nkl which is a token amount. Though this curve will
predict significantly higher currents than have been observed, the predicted current
is brought back in agreement with experiment by the 2.4 mfl resistor in Fig. 1. This
resistor, then, represents all losses in the generator. Therefore, this simple model
makes the assumption that all the magnetic flux that has not shown as current by
the end of the generator run is lost and not available to our experiment,

The inductor labeled S.1. in Fig. 1 is the storage inductor. In the Laguna
system we expect to run the generator to completion so that this inductor will be
the store of energy that is available to drive the implosion. Some of this inductance
is inevitable because it represents the cables and cable cox~nection between the
Mark IX generator and the explosively formed fuse. The remaining inductance
is discretionary, Too much inductance and the generator will produce too little
current, too little and the circuit will not transfer current efllciently tc, the load.
We are presently planning to use a 90 nH inductor in the Laguna system.

It should be noted from Fig. 2 that the run time for the Mark IX generator i~
about 19c pa, Therefore, the combined time of the capacitor bank and the generator
is around 34o us, This is a very long time for a pulsed power system and essentially
dictated our choice of an opening switch. There are really vmy few opening switch
candidates that will accept 10 MA of current, conduct for 340 AS and mill open
reliably.

We have been working on explosively formed fuses for many years and details
of this specific switch wil 1 be presented in a separate talk at this conference.’ The
basic idea of this Hwitch in that the channel to be interrupted is formed by a metal
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sheet that is thick enough that it can carry the amount of current expected in
the experiment without fusing, In this case we are using a 0.8-mm-thick sheet of
aluminum. As Fig, 3 shows, on one side of the aluminum is high explosive, on the
other is a series of dies made from an insulating material such as teflon. When the
high explosive is detonated it drives the aluminum into the dies. This stretches and
thins the metal to the point that it will fuse.

In our computer simulations of the Laguna system we are using the curve for
resistance as a function of time for the EF’F as shown in Fig. 4. This curve was
extrapolated from experimental results on small scale systems. To date, the large
system has, in ,fact, produced somewhat fiwter resistance increases. In this large
system the aluminum sheet is 76 cm long and there are 100 circular die patterns.
This length is dictated by the desired resistance increase and the need to dissipate
as much as 5 MJ of energy as the switch opens. However, it is this length that is
responsible for the 33 nH of inductance in this switch.

The time dependent resistance marked with the initials STS on Fig. 1 is the
surface-tracking switch. Again, this switch is the subject of a separate talk at
this conference so we will not go into detail in this papers Basically, this is a
self-breaking isolation switch. The voltage at which the switch begins to conduct
depends cm the separation of the electrodes (that is, the distance that the tracks
must run) and the thickness and type of insulation on which the tracks form, In the
Laguna shots we are planning to use an electrode spacing of 15 cm; the insulation
will be 100-mil-thick mylar.

Tests that have been performed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory and at
Los Alamos indicate that this switch will begin to conduct when the voltage across
it is close to 100 kV. The model, which is discussed in reference 3, predicts the
resistance curve shown in Fig. 5. We have made numerous runs with this computer
model, varying the time behavior of this curve and the minimum resistance of the
switch when it is conducting. We find that the overall system behavior does not
depend sensitively on these parameters.

A diagram of the power flow channel for the Laguna system is shown in Fig. 6.
The blank area at the bottom of the diagram, between the interface with the
switch/generator and the cathode, will be filled with alternating layers of plywood
and lead, The powerflow channel sits directly on top of the explosively formed fuse
which has an axial detonation system. This ‘plyleadn region protects the load from
the shock wave of the high explosive Ion]; enough for the electrical pulse to reach
the load and the implosion to occur,

There are several features of’ the vac~lum powerflow channel that are notewor-
thy, The voltage between the cathode (the bottom electrode) and the anode will
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be divided by means of a stack of four thin donut shaped aluminum rings that will
be connected electrically by means of a CUS04 moat.

Inside the vacuum interface the cathode, the aluminum rings, and the anode
will all undergo a gentle convolution. The convolutes in the aluminum rings will
serve as baffling to protect the Teflon of the interface from radiation. The anode
will be a series of 36 vanes. These vanes will allow the radiation to escape to reach
the diagnostics. Inside the vacuum the cathode surfaces will be anodized; the anode
surfaces will be bare aluminum.

We calculate that the powerflow channel will have 9 nH of inductance between
the EFF and the vacuum interface and 11 nH between the interface and the foil
load. The load foil wil! be pure aluminum, 2 cm high by 5 cm in radius, 250 nm
thick,

~stem Expectations

The performance of the Laguna system has been simulattd using a zero-dimen-
sional s!ug model, a one-dimensional Lagrangizm MHD code and a two-dimensional
Eulerian MHD code, The o-D and 1-D codes share a circuit modeling package that
will model the circuit shown in Fig. 1. This model, with the inductance curve of
rig. 2, pred;ctc that the Mark IX generator will produce nearly 12 MA if the storage
inductor is 90 IAH. It should be noted that this is somewhat more current than the
Mark lX has ever produced, and this result is dependent on the inductance model.

Figure 7 shows that the code predicts that some 5.3 MA of current will pass
through the foil/plasma load, This relatively inefficient current transfer stems from
the fact that the resistance and, hence, the voltage generated by the opening switch
does not come up fast enough to move most of the current to the load befort~ the
implosion occurs. Note that Fig. 1 shows a time dependent resistor at the position
of the CUS04 moat. In the calculation we allow this resistor to drop to zero when
the voltage across it reaches 250 kV. We feel that this is a conservative estimate
of the voltage that this powerflow channel can stand-off. This voltage is reached
due to the rapid incre~e in the inductance of the load w it implodes. It is this
simulated breakdown of the powerflow channel that causes the rapid drop of the
current in Fig. 7.

Figure 7 also shows the O-D prediction of the kinetic energy of the implosion.
This calculation is arbitrarily cutoff at a 10:1 implosion ratio assuming that insta-
bilities will dominate the implosion beyond this point. We are predicting, then, a
1,1 p~ implosion that will reach about 110 kJ of kinetic energy. It should be noted
tliat the O-I) and 1-D codes predict essentially the same results at the 10:1 implosion
point,

Temperature predicted by the 1-D simulation are shown in Fig, 8, As men-
tioned, at some point instabilitiern will grow to the point that they will dominate
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the implosion. Therefore, the temperatures and kinetic energies shown in Fig. 8
will certainly not be reached. Growth of magnetically-driven Rayleigh-T~ylor in-
stabilities have been studied with a z-D Eulerian code. The results of these 2-D
simulations indicate that the 5 cm x 250 nm load in the Laguna system will be
quite unstable. If these results are borne out by experiment, a 4 cm x 500 nm foil
will be used. The 2-D code indicates that this 4 cm load will be much more stable
and the o-D code predicts that it will provide essentially the same kinetic energy.
(The question is which load will provide the higher radiation temperature.)
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Figur~ Captions

Fig. I. Equivalent electrical circuit for the Laguna experiments.

Fig. 2. Time history of the inductance of the Mark IX generator determined by match-
ing experimental results.

Fig. 3. Cut away diagram of an explosively formed fuse. The inner cylinder is high
explosive. Next to the high explosive is a thin metal sheet which fuses when it
is carrying high current and the HE forces it into the rings teflon teeth.

Fig. 4. Time history of the resistance of the explosively formed fuse during its opening
phase. These values were extrapolated from small scale experiments.

Fig. 5. Time history of the resistance of the surface-tracking closing switch calculated
using the model described in Ref. 3.

Fig. 6, Diagram of the Laguna powerflow region.

Fig. 7, Predictions of the time history of the current delivered to the load (solid line)
and the kinetic energy of the implosion (dashed line). These calculations were
done with the zero dimensional model.

Fig, 8, Temperature of the imploding plasma calculated by a 1-D Eulerian MHD code.
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